The French physicist Maréchal [l] 1 has invented a mechanical integrator for studying the distribution of light in an optical image. This integrator approximates a double integral ffîfofir, <f>)rdrd<t> by a line integral 2wafcf(r, <t>)ds extended over that portion of an archimedean spiral C: r = a<j> which lies inside the circle O^r^i?, 0^#<27r. The validity of this procedure when ƒ (r, <t>) is continuous (as it always is in the case of the integrals determining distribution of light in an optical image) was taken for granted by Maréchal when a is small. It is the purpose of this note to justify Maréchal's approximation by proving the following theorem.
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THEOREM. If f(r f <j>) is continuous on O^r^R, O^0<2x and is periodic with period 2w in <f>, then
/(r,f/a)(a 2 + f 2 ) 1 / 2 Jr= J 1 f(r, 4>)rdrd<i>. o J o J o
Let us define
Pxtf* *)=-f {f(r, 4> + u)
Then it is known from the theory of (C, 1) summability of Fourier series that 
a nN (r)e inrla dr
Since iV is fixed when e is chosen we infer from the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma (which is surely applicable since we see from (2) that a n^( r) is continuous) that if a is less than a suitably chosen -4 2(e), then
Since it follows from (2) that 2Kf$'aoN(r)rdr = /o*J?ƒ'(r, fyrdrdcfr, we can now conclude from the above inequalities that when a<-4i(e), a<<4 2 (€), 
